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SUMMARY 
A wind-tunnel investigation has been conducted to study the possibility of 
inflating balloon and cone devices to give the same drag and stability character-
istics as their solid counterparts over the Mach number range from 2 .00 to 4.65. 
The results include some effects of Mach number, tow- cable length, and inlet con-
figurations on the drag and stabil ity of these inflatable decelerators . 
Both the closed pressure- infl atable and self- inflatable (ram- air) decelerator 
configurations were fully inflated and had approximately the same drag and sta-
bility as their solid counterparts. The decelerator exhibits excellent stability 
in the supersonic wake region . The drag reaches a maximum and has little change 
with increases in tow- cable length when the decelerator reaches the supersonic 
wake region. 
INTRODUCTI ON 
The shortcomings of parachut es at high speed have been pointed out in refer-
ences 1 and 2. Some of the stabil ity i nadequacies of low-porosity parachutes are 
discussed in these references and the drag levels of some high- porosity parachutes 
( stable configurations ) are presented. These investigations have shown that para-
chutes having satisfactory operation exhi bit relatively low drag coefficients at 
supersonic speeds. 
In an effort to provi de research data on decelerators, the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration has made a continuing effort to investigate 
configurations which are both stable and produce high drag coefficients . Refer -
ences 3 and 4 show the results of tests made on configurations which have shown 
both high drag coefficients and stabl e operation i n the tunnel . The models of 
reference 3 were exploratory in nature and were made of stiff plastic for which 
deformation under load was extremely low. The question then arises whether a 
satisfactory stowable decelerator can be designed which, when inflated, has ade-
quate drag and stability characteristics . 
This paper presents the results of an investi gation to determine the adequacy 
of operation of some shapes previously tested and to measure the drag coefficients 
of these models when they are constructed of inflatable materials . This paper 
shows some of the effects on drag and stable operation of tow-cable length. Also 
included are some results of inlet configurations on the operating characteristic s 
of self -inflating configurations . 
SYMBOLS 
drag coefficient, FD/qS 
d diameter of payload, 2.4 in. 
force along wind axis, Ib 
tow-cable length, in. 
M Mach number 
p pressure, Ib / sq ft 
q dynamic pressure, O. 7PooM2, Ib / sq ft 
R Reynolds number per ft 
S frontal area, sq ft 
Subscripts: 
t total condition 
00 free-stream conditions 
o stagnation point 
i internal 
APPARATUS 
Wind Tunnel 
The tests were conducted in the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel. The tunnel 
has two test sections of the variable-pressure return-flow type . The te s t sec-
tions are 4 feet square and approximately 7 feet in length. The nozzles leading 
to the test sections are of the asymmetric sliding-block type, and the Mach num-
ber may be varied continuously through a range from 1. 5 to 2 . 8 in one test sec-
tion and from 2 . 3 to 4.65 in the other. Further details of the wind tunnel may 
be found in reference 5. 
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Models and I nstrumentation 
A sketch of the test section and payload support system is shown in figure 1 . 
The support system consisted of two thin struts which spanned the tunnel in the 
horizontal plane and which held the payload in the center of the tunnel. ~hrough­
out the tests only one payload was used and its shape was that of a cylinder, 
2 . 4 inches in diameter and approximately 26 inches long. 
Sketches of the closed pressure- inflatable model s that were tested are shown 
in figure 2, and sketches of the ram- air or self- inflatable models tested are 
shown in figure 3. Figure 4 shows details of a typical front -inlet configuration 
and of a side- inlet configuration. Photographs of most of these models are shown 
in figure 5. The separation fence shown on these models is required for stability 
at subsonic speeds . 
The models were attached wi th a 1/16- inch- steel tow cable to a drum which 
was mounted on an electrical strain- gage balance inside the payload . Use of the 
motor- driven drum gave the capability of changing the length of the t ow cable 
without tunnel shutdown . A line tied from the back of the model to the main 
support system of the tunnel prevented the model from striking the test-section 
wall or from wrapping around the supporting strut during starting and shutdown 
of the tunnel. This line was kept slack during periods of the test when data 
were taken and had little, if any, effect on the data. 
These models were fabricated from either nyl on or Dacron cloth coated with 
neoprene . Typical schlieren photographs are presented in figure 6 . In previous 
tests an attempt to scale the models dynamicall y was made ; however, the models 
were not strong enough for the tunnel test conditions. 
TESTS AND ACCURACY 
The parameters for the configurations tested are shown in table I and are 
the ratio of length of tow cable to payload diameter 2/d, the free-stream Mach 
number Moo, the free - stream dynamic pressure ~, the Reynolds number R, the 
total tunnel pressure Pt 0' and the internal pressure Pi . The dewpoint tem-, 
perature was maintained below - 300 F to prevent adverse condensation effects. 
The stagnation temperature was maintained at 1500 F fo r all Mach numbers except 
2 . 00 and 4.65 where it was 1250 F and 1750 F , respectively . 
The accuracy of the individual quantities is estimated to be within the 
following limits: 
3 
CD 
7,) in. 
Moo < 3·95 
> Moo = 3·95 
Pi) lb/ sq ft 
RESUDTS AND DISCUSSION 
±0.02 
±0.5 
±o .015 
±0.05 
12 percent 
The results of an investigation of several towed inflatable decelerators at 
Mach numbers from 2 . 00 to 4 . 65 are shown in figures 7 to 10 . A motion-picture 
film supplement showing the 700 cone balloon as a closed pressure vessel and as 
a ram-air configuration has been prepared and is available on loan . A request 
card form and a description of the film will be found at the back of this paper) 
on the page immediately preceding the abstract page. 
STABILITY 
The motion picture shows the 700 cone balloon with and without side inlets . 
The side inlets fully inflate the model to the same shape as the closed pressure-
inflatable 700 cone balloon. In comparison with parachutes tested under the same 
conditions) both these configurations and all the closed pressure-inflatable 
models discussed in this paper were very stable at the supersonic speeds ~nvesti­
gated. The use of the word stability in this paper is taken as an indication of 
the absence of dynamic oscillations of the decelerator in the wind tunnel. Also 
shown in the movie is one of the earlier front-inlet ram-air configurations (an 
800 cone balloon ); this model never fully inflated and was extremely unstable. 
The movie shows the mass-flow pulsation phenomena which causes the vibratory 
fabric loading and subsequent failure that existed in many of the front-inlet 
ram-air cone balloons. 
DRAG CHARACTERISTICS 
Drag results for typical decelerator configurations at supersonic speeds are 
shown in figure 7. All of these configurations are simple in construction) are 
inherently stable at these speeds) and produce relatively high drag coefficients. 
This figure shows the effect of tow-cable length at various Mach numbers on the 
drag characteristics of a sphere) an 800 cone) and a 70° cone balloon . The 80° 
inflatable cone has approximately the same drag coefficient as its solid counter-
part in reference 4. The 700 cone balloon has drag values that fall between 
those for the 600 and 800 solid cones. (See ref. 4.) Therefore) it appears that 
the cone balloon and the cone give similar if not identical results for a given 
cone angle . The sphere was not quite spherical in that it assumed a conical or 
pear shape due to its internal pressure . This shape had a cone apex angle of 
approximately 700 ) therefore the data for the sphere are in close agr eement with 
the 700 cone balloon. 
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It has been established in reference 4 that the stability of cones decreases 
with increasing cone angle, whereas the drag increases with increasing cone angle 
in the supersonic speed range, and t hat t he cones with 900 apex angles were found 
to be intermittently unstable at t he supersonic Mach numbers. Although no exper-
imental results have been obtained, it appears that, based on the results of ref -
erence 4, an 800 cone ball oon would be near optimum from the point of view of drag 
and stability . I t was also po i nted out in reference 4 that the wake from a pay-
load at supersonic speeds can be divided into t hree regions - subsonic, transi -
tion, and supersonic . The dash~d portion of the curves of figures 7 and 9 repre-
sent the extremities of the transition r egion, the range in which the flow field 
in front of the decelerator changes f r om subsoni c to supersonic or vice versa . 
The arrows pointing upward represent the approximate point at which the flow field 
changed from subsonic to supersonic as t he decelerat or was being reeled out down-
stream, whereas t he arrows pointing downwar d represent the approximate point at 
which the flow field changed from supersoni c to subsonic as the decelerator was 
being pulled upstream towards t he pay load . The shape and location of this tran-
sition region are dependent on the r atio of t he payload base diameter to decel-
erator diameter, the ratio of the tow- cable length t o t he payload diameter, the 
payload and decelerator shapes, the f r ee- s t ream Mach number, and the flow field. 
The decelerator exhibits some degree of i ns t ab i l ity while passing through this 
transition region. I n general, after passing this transition region, the sta-
bility of the decelerator becomes excellent and the drag coefficient reaches a 
maximum . Increases in lid beyond maximum drag general ly have little effect on 
the drag-coefficient level . 
These inflatable dece l erato r s have bet ter drag and stability characteristics 
than parachutes, and yet they h~~e approximately the same stowed density as para-
chutes. However, the u se of inflatab le decele r ators re~uires that the system con-
tain some device for maintaining i t s p roper i nf l ation pressure throughout its 
trajectory as the increased ambient pressure and increased dynamic pressure, 
depending on the velocity and alt itude, demand an i ncreased pressure re~uirement 
inside the system. I 
To avoid the problem of having heavy inflation e~uipment aboard the payload, 
the need for a self- inflat ing configuration was real ized . The initial solution 
to this problem was to uti l ize t he same techni~ue as was u sed on a parachute; that 
is, to use the ram air (dynamic pressure ) t o infla t e t he decel erator to its ini -
tial shape and to maintain its i nflat i on down t o s ea l eve l , with the possibility 
of eliminating t he reQuirement fo r deployment of a final- stage parachute . Many 
different means of inflati ng the 700 ram- a i r cone bal l oon were empl oyed, most of 
them centered around front - inlet configur at ions . However, a mass- flow pulsation 
phenomena occurred in t he supersonic speed range and r esulted in vibratory fabric 
loading and subseQuent failure of the models . As shown in figure 7, this problem 
did not appear in the closed pressure- i nflatable model s . I t was found that this 
pulsation problem could be prevent ed by p l acing different porosity screens over 
the inlet and by using a cup to channe l t he a ir int o t he cone balloon . The varia-
tion of drag coefficient wi th t ow- cable l ength for t wo typical configurations of 
this type is shown in figur e 8 . As can be seen, this arrangement lowered the 
drag value considerably as compar ed with the resu lts for t he c l osed pressure-
inflatable models. 
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A side-inlet configuration of the 700 and 800 cone balloons was developed as 
a result of tests conducted at a Mach number of 10. (See ref. 6.) These results 
indicated that the wake from the payload did not tend to collapse or recover at 
any distance aft of the payload that could be tested within the tunnel (capability 
of the tunnel is 1/d = 18). The entire diameter of the ram-air inlet was com-
pletely immersed in the core of this wake; therefore) the side inlets were used 
to feed the ram air into the cone balloon. Thi s method of extended ram-air inlets 
worked very well at a Mach number of 10 (ref. 6) and at the supersonic speeds pre-
sented herein . (See fig. 9.) The side inlets on the 700 cone balloon fully in-
f l ated the model to the same shape as the closed pressure-inflatable 700 cone bal-
loon) and the same drag coefficients were attained. However) lower drag coeffi-
cients were obtained with the 800 ram-air cone balloon having side inlets than 
with the 800 cone. Thi s difference results from the fact that the cone balloon 
had a cup on the front similar to that shown in figures 4 and 5(c) and) therefore ) 
that the cone balloon was closer in shape to a sphere than an 800 cone balloon. 
A summary plot of the variation of the drag coefficients with Mach number of 
all the configurations tested is shown in figure 10 . This figure represents data 
for l/d = 8) which in all cases is in the supersonic region of the wake. The 
700 and 800 cone balloon with side inlets had int~rnal pressures as high a s 4 to 
8 times dynamic pressure (table I). Previous tests indicate that a pressure equa l 
to dynamic pressure was all that was needed to inflate the decelerator . The loca-
tion of the side inlets may be changed in order to vary the amount of pressure in-
side the decelerator . Heating rates encountered on the inlets) however) may b ecome 
severe) depending on the location of the side inlets. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The investigation of the drag and stability characteristics of towed inflat-
able decelerators at supersonic speeds has led to ' the following conclusions: 
1 . The closed pressure- inflatable models can be inflated to nearly the same 
shape as their solid counterpart) thereby giving the same drag and stability 
characteristics. 
2 . The ram-air or self-inflatable models with side inlets can be inflated in 
the wind tunnel) and) once inflated) they can maintain a design shape with changes 
i n Mach number and dynamic pressure over the range tested. 
3. In general) the decelerator exhibits high drag coefficients) and these 
coefficients level off at a maximum value which seems to be independent of tow-
cable length after passing into the supersonic region of the wake . 
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4. In comparison with other drag devices, the inflatable decelerators, both 
closed pressure-inflatable and self-inflatable or ram air, were stable at the 
supersonic speeds investigated. 
Langley Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Langley Station, Hampton, Va., November 7, 1962. 
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TABLE I .- CONFIGURATIONS AND TEST CONDITIONS 
Confi gurati on Z/d range Moo q"", 
R, Pt,o, Pi' 
lb/ sq ft per ft lb/ sq in . lb /sq ft 
800 cone (closed, ~ . 6 to 12 . 6 2 . 00 150 0 . 67 x 106 2 · 9~ 750 
pressure inflatable ) 1. 6 t o 1~ .0 2 · 50 150 . 68 4 . 07 1,050 
7- in . diam . 1. 6 t o 12 .6 2 .87 150 · 76 5 . 45 900 
1.0 to 12 . 2 ~ · 50 125 ·77 7 . 87 1 ,000 
1.1 to 8 . 00 4- .65 150 1. ~0 2~ · 97 990 
Sphere ( closed, 1.0 to 11. 2 2 .00 150 0. 67 x 106 2 . 9~ ~75 
pressure i nflatable ) 0 . 5 to 11.9 2 · 50 150 . 68 4 . 07 ~75 
8-in. diam. 1.1 to 11 . 4- 2 . 87 150 · 76 5 . 45 ~75 
1. 7 to 9 .0 ~ · 50 125 ·77 7 · 89 420 
1.1 to 9 . 0 ~ · 96 150 1.09 1~ . 66 4-20 
700 cone balloon 0 . 7 to 12 .1 2 .00 150 0 . 67 x 106 2 · 9~ 375 
( closed, pressure 1. 2 to 12 . ~ 2 · 50 150 . 68 4 . 07 450 
inflatable ) 0 . 9 t o 12 .1 2 . 87 150 · 76 5 . 45 450 
7- in . diam . 1.0 to 8 . 0 ~ · 50 250 1. 54 15 · 45 725 
1.0 to 8 .0 ~ . 96 250 1.82 22 . 76 725 
1.0 t o 8 . 0 4 . 65 250 2 . 24 ~9 . 96 725 
700 cone balloon 1.0 to 8 .1 2 . 50 250 1.15 x 106 6 . 78 4-00 
(ram air, side inle t s ) 0 . 5 t o 8 . 5 ,3 .• 50 250 1. 54- 15 . 4-5 4-75 
7- in . diam . 1.0 to 9 .0 3· 96 250 1.82 22 . 76 750 t o 1, 000 
1.0 to 9 . 0 4 . 65 250 2 . 24- ~9 . 96 400 
800 cone balloon 4 .0 to 8 .0 2 · 50 150 0 .68 x 106 4 .07 200 
(ram air, front inlet ) 4 . 0 to 8 . 0 ~ . 50 150 · 79 9 · 27 200 
8- in . diam. 
800 cone balloon 2 . 0 to 9 . 0 2 · 50 250 1.15 x 106 6 . 78 2,100 
(ram air, side inl ets ) 2 . 0 to 9 .0 ~ · 50 250 1. 54 15 · 4-5 2,100 
8-in . diam . 2 . 0 to 9 .0 ~ · 96 250 1. 82 22 . 76 2, 100 
4- . 0 to 9 .0 4- . 65 250 2 . 24 ~9 . 96 2, 100 I 
-~--- -----~-------------
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Figure 1 .- Sketch of tunnel test section with payload and support system . 
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Figure 2 . - Drawing of closed pr essure- inflatable model s . (All dimensions are in inches unless otherwi se noted . ) 
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Figure 3. - Drawing of self- inflatable ( ram- air) models . (All dimensions are in inches unless 
otherwise noted . ) 
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Figure 4 . - Details of front- and side- inlet configurations . (All dimensions are in inches .) 
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Figure 9 ·- Variation of drag coefficient with tow- cable length for two side- inlet configurations . 
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A motion-picture film supplement L-755 is available on loan. Requests will 
be filled in the order received . You will be notified of the approximate date 
scheduled . 
The film (16 mID, 3 min, B&W, silent ) shows the stability and flow character-
istics of a 700 cone balloon as a closed pressure-inflatable configuration and 
as a self-inflatable or ram-air configuration. 
Film suppl ement L-755 is available on request to 
Chief, Photographic Divi sion 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Langley Research Cent er 
Langley Station 
Hampton, Va. 
CUT 
: -----------------n:t~ -----------I 
I Please send, on loan, copy of film supplement L-755 to 
TN D- 1601 
Name of organization 
Street number 
City and State 
---- J Attention : Mr . 
Title 
Chief) Photographic Division 
Place 
Stamp 
Here 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Langley Research Center 
Langley Station 
Hampton) Va . 
